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Introduction
Welcome to evoPOS, this manual is designed to take users through all the processes and functions completed on the
POS.

Stores may have their own processes and procedures which will not be included in this guide.

Position of function buttons in the menus and availability of each function will depend upon a stores’ own
configuration, as such, no fixed navigation path has been given in this manual for most function buttons. See
Positioning of POS function buttons

The permissions granted to the individual POS user will also affect which functions can be seen when logged onto
the POS.

Further configuration options for functions are highlighted with this symbol where available.
Some of the configuration options are completed in-store on the back office. These are detailed in the section
at the end of this manual See Configuring evoPOS
For any configuration not detailed, please contact the Support Hub for assistance.

Throughout the guide, steps that need to be followed for a process will be indicated where possible with;
•

Set bullet points.

•

Giving individual steps and key presses.

Whilst additional hints and tips to using the functionality will be shown in
separate text boxes.
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Sign In
Each person (cashier) using the POS should have their own User Id and password, this will give visibility of the sales
and functions completed by each cashier.
POS sign in details are set up in the Back Office.
There are three different levels of access that can be assigned to a POS user, defining the functionality that the user
can access.
The sign in screen will be the first screen displayed at the POS

•

Key in numerical User Id
and password

•

Select enter

It is recommended that Cashiers should sign off the POS whenever it is left unattended, to avoid misuse.

If configuration changes have been recently applied in evoBackOffice the screen may prompt here for
the POS to be restarted, allow the restart to run to apply all changes.
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POS Front Screen
The evoPOS front screen consists of different areas, as detailed below.
The actual button functions and positions will vary with the configuration setup of each store. See Positioning of POS
function buttons
The buttons on the front screen are context sensitive, this means that the functions available will change when a sale
is in progress to show only those applicable.

3

4

5
1

2

1. The transaction window displays items as they are sold, with a current transaction total at the bottom.
2. The bottom of the front screen shows the User Id of the person signed onto the POS, the Company, Store
and POS Id and the evoPOS version number.
3. The function keys panel. Note: this is context sensitive, and as such will change as transactions are
processed.
4. The item panel, from which items can be selected to sell, this can be edited from the evoBackOffice. See POS
Item Panel
5. The fuel pump buttons.
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Navigating the POS
Selecting the Menu option from the front screen gives access to all the evoPOS functionality.
This is spilt into four submenus

Sales – contains all functionality that is used during a transaction
Functions – contains all the tasks that are performed outside a transaction
Reports – Transaction receipts and POS reports can be selected in this menu
Fuel – contains all the tasks associated with wet stock control
The permissions granted to the individual POS user will also affect which functions can be seen when logged onto
the POS.

In all screens where applicable:
Position of function buttons in the menus can be configured by the store in the evoBackOffice. See Positioning
of POS function buttons
To exit or cancel any option select the red square button

To accept an option, select the green circle button

With most POS hardware, users will be able to scroll all lists presented on
the touch screen.
Alternatively, the arrows at the bottom of each screen can be used to
navigate through any lists.
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Selling Items
Stock items are sold at the POS by either:
•

Scanning the product barcode

If a barcode is not recognised [not set up in the BackOffice database] the screen will prompt “Failed to retrieve
item data. Not Found”. See provisional item creation for options available
If certain types of QR code are scanned in error [these are occasionally positioned close to the barcode] the
screen will prompt “Please scan the retail barcode”
In both cases the scanner will NOT SCAN another item until OK is selected to confirm the message, preventing
the cashier continuing without noticing the non-scanned item.
•
•
•

Selecting the relevant button in the item keys panel – some items may be set up to require a price input.
Searching for the item using the item Lookup Button see below.
Fuel sales are brought across into the transaction window from the pump buttons – see selling fuel

Item lookup
Item lookup is a useful tool to find items that may have illegible or missing barcodes and for price checking of items.
When selected a qwerty keyboard will be displayed.
To search for a product, key in either:
•

Barcode

•

PLU code

•

Any part of description

The screen will display all matches to the entry [ in this example the word cheese was entered]

To sell an item, tap to highlight the line
then select the green circle button.

To exit, cancel the search and return to the
front screen, select the red square button.

Age restricted products
When a product that has age restrictions for sale, is sold a prompt will display on the screen for the cashier to check
the customers’ age.
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As current best practice is to challenge all customers who look under 25 the first screen will display the following.

If Yes – then the sale will proceed with no more
prompts.
Further same or lower age restricted products can be
added to the transaction without further prompts

If No is selected
Screen will prompt cashier to check customer ID
Displaying the Date of Birth that should be
Confirmed for sale of the item.

If Yes – then the sale will proceed with no more
prompts.
Further same or lower age restricted products can be
added to the transaction without further prompts

If No – the item will not be added to the transaction.
At this point cashier should ensure all store and legal procedures are followed.
See config
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Provisional item creation
The POS can be configured to enable any barcodes scanned at the POS that are not present in
the store stock database, to be created straight away at the POS.
For speed of use, items created in this way will be assigned to one of two dedicated provisional items departments
and reallocated to the appropriate department at the Back Office, where a shelf edge label can be printed if
required.
This will give more accurate stock control than using “dump keys” for non-scanning items, with the added security of
seeing exactly which items have not scanned.
When the provisional item option is switched on, and a barcode that is not recognised is scanned, the screen will
prompt,
“No Match found for ‘123456789123’ Do you wish to add a provisional item?”
•

Select Yes

•

Key in description – this can be edited once transferred to the Back Office but should be as accurate as
possible, as it will appear on the POS customer display and any receipts.

•

Select appropriate department, from the drop-down menu

•

Key in retail price

•

Select enter to sell item

NOTE: Once the provisional item is entered it will then scan on any POS.
If any details have been entered incorrectly, they must be edited at the Back Office.

Note: for Head Office linked sites not using provisional items, alternative functionality can be
configured to record details of scanned barcodes not recognised.
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Adding or Removing Sales Item
When an item is sold it will appear in the transaction window, displaying the item description and selling price.

Use the – button to remove the item from sale, this will then show as crossed out
in the transaction window

To add multiple items, use the + button as required, the transaction
window will show the quantity and individual unit price.

Void
As an alternative to using the – key, a single item can be removed by highlighting the item in the transaction screen
and selecting the void button.
If a fuel sale is voided, it will return it to the pump.

Void All
Void All will delete the whole transaction currently in progress from the POS.
If the transaction contains fuel, this will return to the pump.
Void All can be restricted to certain levels of POS user or set to require a higher level of authorisation when selected
by a user without the permission.

POS reports can be configured in the evoBackOffice to include details of voided transactions.
Receipts for voided sales or sales with a voided line can be configured to print automatically

A record of all voided transactions can be found in the Back Office.
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Multiply
The Multiply button (usually in the sale menu) can be used after scanning an item as an alternative to the + button if
large quantities of the same item are to be sold [usually found in the sales menu].
•

Sell single item – if already in the transaction window tap to highlight

•

Select Multiply function button

•

Key in quantity and select Enter
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Amending or Discounting a Sale
Modify Price
Once items are displayed in the transaction window:
•

Tap to highlight the item required - line will turn blue.

•

Select modify price button.

The screen will change, displaying the current price with a numeric keypad.
•

Enter the new selling price (keyed in price will override existing).

✓ Prices changed using ‘modify price’ are recorded for audit purposes in the Back Office.
✓ The modify price option can also be restricted to certain levels of POS user.
✓ Fuel sales cannot be modified.
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Employee Discount
Rates of discount, discount groups and eligible product headings are configured in the evoBackOffice. The processing
of staff discounts can be restricted to certain levels of POS user, or set to require a higher level of authorisation
when selected by a user without the permission.
The Employee Discount button can be selected at any time whilst adding items to the transaction.
The screen will prompt for the Id of the employee purchasing the goods.
•

Key in User Id and enter.

•

Confirm name, Yes.

Discount is applied only to qualifying goods

POS reports can be configured in the evoBackOffice to include details of all discounts, including staff
discounts individually or as a summary.
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Refunds
Refunds can be restricted to certain levels of POS user, or set to require a higher level of authorisation when selected
by a user without the permission.

Item Refund
An item is returned by either
•

Scan the item and selecting the minus button twice or

•

Scan the item and select the refund button [usually found in the sales menu].

The screen will prompt the cashier to confirm the price to refund the item.

POS reports can be configured in evoBackOffice to include details of refunds.
Configuration can be set to restrict refunds being processed in the same transaction as a sale.

Validated Refund
Validate refund allows a refund to be processed quickly, and securely using the original Sales receipt.
•

Scan the barcode on the bottom of the customer receipt. Duplicate receipts can be printed if required
see reprint receipt.

The eligible items will be added to the transaction window. Each item will show
underlined and have a price of 0.00

Where the original sale contained multiples of an item, these items will be split into
individual lines. Allowing each to be refunded separately.

If the original receipt contained either voided or refunded items these will NOT
display in the transaction window

Fuel sales will also not display as these are not eligible to be returned.
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•

Highlight the item to be refunded the transaction window.

The Item will now display as a Return with a negative price. The price displayed
is the price the customer originally paid for the item. Any reductions,
amendments or promotions have been considered.
•

Repeat for all items being returned

•

Select appropriate payment type for refund i.e. Cash or Card

If required other goods can be sold within the same transaction.

Two receipts are printed;
−

A customer copy showing items returned and the reference details of the

original transaction.
−

A store copy with spaces for customer details and the operators’ signature, to retain instore.

Configuration is available to disable the validated refund function if required.
POS reports can be configured in evoBackOffice to include details of refunds.

To avoid misuse, if returning the original receipt to the customer, ensure the refunded items are
clearly marked. As the receipt could be presented again to return any remaining items on the
receipt
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Suspend a Sale
Selecting Suspend Sale will take the transaction currently in the transaction window and temporarily hold the
transaction to be completed later, when further items can be added, or items amended as required.

When a transaction is suspended a printed slip will be produced with a barcode which can be scanned to resume the
sale, see resume a sale below.
Suspended sales can be resumed to pay at any connected POS.

For stores using the suspend function to assist with putting orders together in store for later
collection by the customer.
Configuration is available to add “call & collect” details to the suspend slip - including
customer details and reference fields.

POS reports can be configured in the evoBackOffice to include details of all suspended
transactions.
Configuration is also available to turn off printing of the suspend slip if preferred.

For suspending fuel sales, also see - No Means of Payment

NOTE: – Suspends should be monitored and if not resumed in an appropriate amount of time
resumed and removed from the POS see clearing suspended sales
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Resume a Sale
By Barcode
A suspended transaction can be resumed at any evoPOS by scanning the barcode on the printed suspend slip; no
need to select the Resume button, the transaction will return to the transaction window, to be paid for.
A fuel sale can be added to the transaction, or stock items added, removed or amended as required.

Without the printed slip
If the receipt is not available:

Note; the reference entries are only available
when the call & collect function has been
enabled

•

Select the Resume Sale button (generally in the sale menu).

The right-hand side of the screen will display the suspended transactions, as each transaction is highlighted the full
details will be displayed in the transaction window. To resume a sale:
•

Highlight the line of transaction required

•

Select the Green circle Button.

To close the screen not resuming any transaction, select the red square cancel

button.

NOTE: If suspended transactions are carried over from day-to-day, it is suggested that
management checks are put in place to ensure sales are resumed and dealt with on a regular
basis.

Clearing Suspended Sales
Suspended transactions where the customer does not return to pay
Stock only transactions can be resumed, and the transaction voided – see void all
Fuel only transactions will have to be cleared off using the drive off option in the Other Payment menu.
Mixed transactions will need the stock removed first (use – button) and fuel cleared to ‘Drive Off’.
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Fuel Dispensing
The fuel pump buttons are displayed either down the right-hand side of the POS screen or across the top depending
on the size of the screen on the hardware used and the configuration settings; the pump numbers will reflect the
number of pumps at the site.
The fuel buttons will show different states depending on the stage of the operation.
Up to 2 transactions can be in progress on a pump at any time.

Button View

Description
Idle Pump
The button with the pump number displayed in green indicates the pump is
working and available for use.
[If a pump has been stopped the number will show in RED]

Calling Pump
When the nozzle is lifted, awaiting authorization, the calling pump beeps,
and flashes green. With the nozzle image displayed on the button.
Tap the pump button once to authorize the pump to allow the customer to
begin dispensing fuel.

Authorisation restrictions may be configured if any pump cannot be seen from certain POS
terminal.

Dispensing Pump
As the fuel is dispensed the value on the pump will continually update with
the value being dispensed.
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Button View

Description
Dispensing Complete
When the nozzle is replaced, a ‘blip blip’ sound is emitted to alert the
cashier that the customer has finished fueling, the pump button changes to
blue. Pump is ready to be paid. See taking payment

Payment in Process
The button changes to pink once the payment process has started.
NOTE: if payment is cancelled / transaction voided the button will return to
dispensing complete (blue).

Drive Off
When a set period of time has passed since the nozzle was returned, the
pump button will turn red, start to beep and the value of the sale will flash,
indicating a potential drive off.

The tone of all pump sounds can be configured, but the actual volume is controlled via the
tills’ speakers. Time elapse before drive off warning and frequency of beep can be configured.

Fuel Reminder

Stores can select to configure evoPOS to display a reminder on the screen at the beginning of
EVERY transaction for the cashier to ask the customer if they have fuel to pay for.

•

Cashier must select ok to clear
message before continuing with
transaction.
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Selling Fuel
When dispensing is complete, and the nozzle is replaced, the pump button changes to blue with a double blip sound,
ready for the fuel to be paid. When the customer is at the POS to pay:
•

Select the pump for payment by pressing the appropriate pump button.

•

All unpaid fuel drawn from that pump will be displayed in the centre of the POS screen, displaying pump
number, volume, grade and the time the nozzle was replaced.

These details should be confirmed with the
customer to ensure the correct fuel sale has
been selected.

If the incorrect pump has been selected, use the red cancel button to return the viewed fuel details to the pump.
•

Tap the displayed details to confirm it is the correct fuel sale, this will then move across to be displayed
in the transaction window.

•

Additional stock items, or fuel sales can be added to the transaction as required.

•

Once complete the transaction is paid for by the customers chosen method see taking payment

When training cashiers, ensure they are shown and know how to respond to the nozzle
replacing sound as well as the calling sound.
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Fuel Pence per Litre (PPL) Discounts
All the PPL sales discount rates are set up in the back Office. A POS update is required to take effect (no further
configuration is necessary).
Once the fuel sale is shown in the transaction window
•

Select the PPL Discount button

•

Select the appropriate rate of discount

The discount applied will show in the transaction window, on the customer receipt and in the transaction journal.

The discount is only applied to whole litres dispensed.
There is no maximum litreage on a PPL discount.
Only one PPL discount can be applied per fuel line.

POS reports can be configured in the evoBackOffice to include details of all discounts.
PPL discount is reported in the Shift and Day End Report under Manual Discount, by the discount name
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Pre-Paying for Fuel
The Prepay fuel function enables the cashier to take payment for fuel before the fuel is drawn from the pump,
helping to prevent potential drive offs.
When the fuel is subsequently dispensed the fuel pump will stop at the prepaid amount *see note
Using Prepayment
•

Select the pump the customer wishes to use.

•

Select the prepay button.

•

Enter the value of fuel or use the quick select amounts.

The value will be transferred to the transaction window (other items can be added to the transaction at this stage).
Once payment is taken
A receipt will be automatically produced – this should be given to the customer as if not all the fuel is drawn, this is
the easiest way to refund the value of the undrawn fuel.
The pump will display a negative amount for the value prepaid and count
dispensed.

up as fuel

The pump will stop as close as possible to zero value.
If exactly at zero when the nozzle is replaced, the transaction will clear from the pump.

−

The quick select payment values can configured as appropriate for site.

−

For added security, configuration is available to still require the cashier to authorise the
pump that has been prepaid - preventing the wrong person drawing the prepaid fuel.

If the nozzle is returned before all the prepaid fuel has been dispensed. The difference can be returned.
Where a refund is due it will be displayed on the pump.
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•

Select the pump with the refund showing

If Now is selected – the refund value will be moved directly to the transaction window. Additional goods can be sold
if required, and the refund/sale completed to the chosen payment method.
[as the customer has already paid for the fuel they may move away from the pump and take some time to come back
into the store for the refund]
If Later is selected – the transaction is cleared from the pump. The refund can be completed later by recalling the
transaction via the barcode

•

Scan the prepay barcode on the receipt to
recall the refund.

•

The refund value will be moved directly to the transaction window.

•

Shop goods can be added, and the transaction completed to the chosen payment method.

If the customer does not have a receipt the prepay refund can be recalled via the Prepay Refund button.
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To recall the prepay refund without the receipt
•

Select the Prepay Refund button.

[menu/ fuel / Prepay Refund]

•

Select the refund required from the list.

−

The refund value will be moved directly to the transaction window.

−

Shop goods can be added, and the transaction completed to the chosen payment method.

*NOTE: Pumps must be fitted with 2-stage (also known as slow flow) valves to avoid overrun
when using prepay.

If 2- stage valves are not fitted, a trigger value can be configured for the pumps to attempt to
stop at before the prepay value is reached.
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Preauth
The pre-authorisation option is only available to selected fuel companies
It will allow the cashier to fully authorize card payment for fuel before the fuel is drawn from the pump.
When the fuel is then dispensed the fuel pump will stop at the pre- authorised amount if the customer has not
already stopped fueling.
This is for card transactions only, if sites currently use prepay for cash transactions this button will remain the same.
To use:
•

Select the pump the customer wishes to use

•

Select Preauth button

•

Tap the screen to highlight the grade of fuel the customer requires,

•

Select the green circle button to confirm

Screen will prompt for the customer to present payment card.
Customer pays, following on-screen instructions
Customer display on the card terminal will confirm the value authorised.

The pump then displays as green with a value of zero.
(no further authorizing of pump is necessary)
Fuel value dispensing will show on button as usual.
When the customer replaces the nozzle, the button will briefly show as blue (in payment) and payment will be taken
immediately.
If there is another transaction in progress the button will stay blue, until the transaction window is available, then
payment will be taken.

−

If the customer attempts to continue to fuel beyond the amount preauthorized the pump
will stop as close as possible to the amount authorised.

−

All pre authorised transactions must be completed before a shift end can be processed.
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Taking Payment
Cash
When cash payment is selected, the balance owing will show in the Amount field, either:
•

Select Enter to pay the exact cash

•

Select one of the quick payment keys – displaying the most common tender denominations for the payment.

•

Key in the amount tendered

Change to be given will display at the bottom of the transaction window.

If the cashdrawer is left open, a warning tone will sound.

Length of time “change due” is displayed on the screen can be configured.
Length of time cashdrawer is open before warning tone can be configured.
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Chip Card
When Chip Card is selected, the POS will send the full balance to be paid to the card terminal. *see note
Ensure the customer has inserted the card into the card reader.
Follow the on-screen instructions, for each card type.
The card transaction can only be aborted BEFORE the customer enters pin number using the cancel option on the
card terminal.
Card payment progress is indicated with the wheel animation. The amount of time left that the POS
will wait for the card terminal can be seen by touching the animation. – this example 85 seconds.

Configuration is available
To automatically print merchant copies of all EFT transactions.
To allow split payment between two different cards

If split card payment is enabled, when paying with two or more cards Do not select chip card
•

Select Other Payments

•

Select Partial card payment

•

Key in the value to be paid by first card – customer follows on screen instruction.

•

Screen will then display balance to pay

•

Key in amount for second card – customer follows on screen instruction.

Cash Back
The POS screen will only prompt for cash back if configured by the sites’ EFT provider.

POS reports can be configured in the evoBackOffice to include the cash back details.
The following configuration is available for cash back, for sites whose EFT providers do not set
these within its own software.
−

The pre-set denominations show on the screen

−

Maximum and Minimum cash back values

−

For evoPOS to check the current amount of cash in the cash drawer is at a pre-set level
before allowing cash back.
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Other Payments
Vouchers, coupons, other local tenders, and manual cards as configured for the site, are processed here.
Also if using the split payments on multiple cards function, this specific split payment button will be in this menu.

*NOTE: If the customer is paying with multiple different tenders, the chip card should always be
the last to be processed, as total remaining balance is passed to the card terminal.
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Foreign Currencies

Stores can configure evoPOS to accept payment in euros.
To enabled the function and set the current exchange rate in evoBackOffice see Currency
Configuration

Please contact the support hub to have any other currencies enabled.

To take payment using euros
on completion of sale
•

Select Other Payments

•

EUR

•

Key in the Amount of euros being tendered

[The screen will display the exact amount of euros required to pay for the sale]

The receipt will show the converted value of the euros tendered and the change due in local currency £
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Printing Receipts
Receipts can be configured to print automatically for all transactions, if this is not set, individual receipts can be
printed as soon as the transaction is complete.
If required, previous receipts can be printed from the POS Journal or older transactions from reprint receipts.

The footer message on stores’ receipts can be configured in the Back Office.
Transactions containing multibuy promotions can be configured to show the discount after
each applicable item or as a summary at the bottom of the receipt.

Receipts for Current Transaction
Select the last Receipt button directly after the transaction is complete.
If transaction contains both fuel and shop goods, the screen will prompt to select

•

Yes, to give a receipt for fuel only
Or

•

No, to give receipt for all items in the transaction

Viewing POS Journal
View Journal quickly displays the journal (till roll) for the current shifts transactions on the POS.
Use the previous and next buttons to scroll through the transactions in the order they were processed.
Print option will give a duplicate receipt for the selected transaction.
Fuel only option is available for any mixed sales.
To view or reprint older transactions select the search button see reprinting receipts
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Reprinting Receipts
This can be accessed either from the Search option in the view journal screen or within the report’s menu.
This function enables the user to search the POS journals (till rolls) using various criteria to find historical
transactions.

Enter details only in the required fields.
•

Start and end dates – for one day enter the same date in both

•

Workstation – POS till number, all available will display in drop-down

•

Operator – select operator number from drop-down

•

Sale item – item description (or partial description) of any item in the required transaction

•

Pump number and grade (fuel sites only) – select from drop-down

•

Tender type – select from drop-down

•

Tender amount – a value can be entered

•

Tender amount condition – search can be for the exact value or all values greater or less than the selected

•

Sale amount – a value can be entered

•

Sale amount condition – search can be for the exact value or all values greater or less than the selected

The screen will display all matches to the criteria entered.

To reprint a receipt, tap to highlight the line, select the green circle button.

To exit and return to the search screen, select the red square button.
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Other POS Functions
All POS functions can be restricted to certain levels of POS user or set to require a higher level of authorisation when
selected by a user without the permission.

NOTE- In this section no navigation is given as the position of all function buttons can be
configured by the store. See positioning of function buttons

No Sale
Will open the cashdrawer without a sale, recording the operation for audit purposes.
To complete:
•

Select No Sale button

•

Select reason from list displayed (tap to highlight)

•

Select OK

The drawer will open, and a receipt is produced.
To abandon the no sale and return to the front screen select the red square button.
Record of “No Sales” is found in the Back Office.

Reason codes for No Sales are configured to the stores’ requirement.
The store header and footer can be configured not to print on no sale receipt.
POS reports can be configured in evoBackOffice to include details of paid in and outs.
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Safe Drop
When the cash in the cashdrawer reaches a pre-set level, a warning will display at the bottom of the evoPOS screen.

On selecting the safe drop option, a keyboard will be displayed:
•

Key in the canister number or reference.

•

Select enter.

•

Key in the total value of the cash being removed from the cashdrawer.

•

Select enter.

•

Select the Notes and Coins button

OR

This will open a screen to key in the
quantity of each denomination.
A Total value will display to the right.
•

Select enter or the green
button when all entries have
been made.

A receipt will be printed

The amount that triggers a safe drop warning is configurable.
The store’s header and footer can be configured not to print on the safe drop receipt.

NOTE: If a value higher than the POS has calculated as the current cash total in the drawer is
entered for the safe drop, the screen will prompt the cashier to ask if they wish to proceed.
•

Select No if the value has been mistyped

•

Select Yes if the cash value entered is to be accepted.

This ensures that if previous incorrect cash movements have been entered, a correct safe drop can
still be completed.
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Paid Out
Is used to pay out cash from the cashdrawer, deduct the cash value from the cash takings, and record the
transaction as an expense e.g. wages, window cleaner, etc.
•

Select Paid Out button

•

Select reason from list displayed (tap on list to highlight)

•

Key in the value

•

Select Enter

If required a comment can be typed in (a keyboard is provided on the screen once the field is selected).
The drawer will open, and a receipt is produced.

Paid In
Is used to pay in cash to the cashdrawer, adding the cash value to the cash takings, and record the transaction. E.g.
cash from air machines, or other vending.
•

Select Paid In button

•

Select reason from list displayed. (tap on list to highlight)

•

Key in the value

•

Select Enter

If required a comment can be typed in (a keyboard is provided on the screen once the field is selected).
The drawer will open, and a receipt is produced.

Reason codes for both Paid Out and Paid In are configured to the stores’ requirement.
The store’s header and footer can be configured not to print on Safe drop receipt
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Add Float
Allows cash to be transferred to the cashdrawer at any time during a shift. e.g. for floats, adding change or toping-up
the cashdrawer cash for cashback.
This ensures that the cash amounts in the cash drawer are always reported accurately.
[this Cash is not included in cash to bank in the Back Office reconciliation]
A float can be added at any time during a shift.
•

Select Add Float button

•

Key in the value

•

Select Enter

•

The cashdrawer will open

•

A receipt is produced

Float amounts added will appear in the Cash Analysis section of the POS reports as a Till Loan, as the cash does not
form part of the days takings but will be counted as part of the cash balancing.

POS reports can be configured in the evoBackOffice to include individual details of all add float
amounts.

Add Float can be used to correct overstated safe drops, returning the overstated value to the drawer.
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Till Check
Allows the cash amount in the till drawer to be counted and checked against current recorded cash (paid in and outs,
safe drops etc. all accounted for) to allow for a spot check of the till without the shift ending.
The cash counted is entered blind with the differences from expected figure shown on a printout, produced
automatically once cash entered confirmed.

When selected the total cash value of the money counted
in the till draw can be entered as a single amount. (GBP)
Or
Select Notes & Coins

This will open a screen to key in the quantity of each
denomination of cash.

A total value will display to the right as amounts
entered.
•

Select enter or the green button when
all entries have been made.

A receipt will be printed showing any discrepancy to
the expected cash value.

Till Check can be configured to just display the current cash figure on the screen.
[This is usually restricted to users with highest level permissions]
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Sign off
Signs off the current POS user and returns the POS to the sign in screen.
The operator number of the current user signed onto the POS, shows in the bottom left of the screen.

Validate card
To check if a payment card is accepted by the store. Predominantly used to check fuel cards.
•

Swipe card into the card reader

The screen will prompt if card is authorised or declined for use.
NOTE: This is not taking any form of pre-payment; only checking the card can be used in-store.

Note - Some fuel companies will not have the validate card option and should use the Preauth option instead. SeePreauth

POS identity
Displays the Company, Store and POS Id numbers
DO NOT CHANGE ANY OF THESE SETTINGS!

EFT Management
This gives access to the Loyalty menu, (controlled by the fuel company) for sites using fuel companies’ loyalty
schemes.
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Fuel Functions
Stopping Pumps
Should it be necessary to immediately stop fuel pumps dispensing, this can be done in two ways; individually or all
stopped at once.

The pumps are stopped by selecting the
Stop pumps button located above the
transaction window.
Followed by either;
Stop All, to stop every pump

Stop Individual Pump/s
by tapping each individual pump button

OR

If stop pumps has been selected in error, select the red cancel button.

All pumps stopped are displayed with a red pump number.

Restarting Pumps
To restart any pump.
•

Select individual pump button

•

Select the restart button at the bottom of the screen

Note: Pumps will always need to be restarted individually.
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No Means of Payment (NMOP)
[this button may appear in the menu or the other payment screen]
Selecting No Means of Payment (NMOP) will suspend the fuel transaction currently in the transaction window, to be
completed later.
Any shop goods in the transaction will be removed before NMOP can be processed.

The screen will prompt to enter any details of the customer and vehicle as required by the store. These details will
print onto the printout slip which will be produced along with a space for the customer to sign.
The printout slip also has a barcode which can be scanned to resume the sale, when the customer returns to pay.
Suspended sales can be resumed to pay at any connected POS.

POS reports can be configured in the evoBackOffice to include details of all suspended
transactions.
A configuration is available to give fewer fields for customer details.

If a sale is suspended using NMOP the fuel grade dispensed will be included in that day’s shift
and day end reports, but the value of the fuel sale will not appear in the grade net sales.

If suspended NMOP transactions are carried over from day-to-day, it is recommended
that management checks of transactions are put in place to ensure sales are resumed and dealt
with on a timely basis.
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Clearing NMOP Sales When the Customer Returns to Pay
By barcode on NMOP slip
A suspended transaction can be resumed at any evoPOS by scanning the barcode on the suspend printout slip, the
transaction will return to the transaction window, to be paid for.
Without slip
If the printout slip is not available:
•

Select the Resume Sale button.

The right-hand side of the screen will display the suspended transactions, as each transaction is highlighted the full
details will be displayed in the transaction window. To resume a sale:
•

Highlight the line of transaction required

•

Select the Green round Button.

To close the screen, not resuming any transaction, select the Red square Button.

When the customer does not return to pay
Fuel transactions will have to be cleared using the drive off option in the Other Payment menu.

When a fuel sale is cleared from suspend / NMOP the fuel grade dispensed will be not included
in that day’s shift and day end reports, but the value of the fuel sale will now appear in the
grade net sales
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Manual Fuel Correction
evoPOS can be configured to process manual fuel sales.
If enabled its use should be closely monitored to avoid misuse or abuse.
Manual Fuel Sale Correction is a simple method of making fuel sale corrections, it can be used for both sales and
refunds. See note*. Primarily used to correct wrong pump selection, or incorrect payment type processed.
−

No wet stock is affected by the transaction (it is a retail sale).

−

All Grade reports / Nozzle reports / Pump reports on evoPOS are unaffected.

−

The manual sales will appear in Department reports, VAT reports and Tender reports.

When Manual Fuel sale is selected (usually in the fuel menu).
The screen displays all the fuel grades and current prices.

•

Select the grade required from the list

•

Enter the value of the fuel – the volume will be
calculated based on the current pence per litre.

The sale will appear in the transaction window,
showing Grade, volume, and PPL
Take payment in the usual way.
Or if a refund is required
Once the sale is in the transaction window.
Select the refund button (or press the minus
button twice)

*NOTE: Due to fuel card restrictions, refunds CANNOT be processed against Fuel Card
transactions. In this situation a manual refund will need to be processed. Contact the card
provider for more information.

With correct use sales and refunds should cancel each other out once the correction is
made but if any value remains in manual fuel this will show in all reports in the shop sales
section.
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Fuel Price change
This is where the fuel prices are changed and sent to the pumps. When selected, the screen displays all the fuel
grades and prices, a new price is keyed in, and the update sent to the forecourt.

2
1
3

Screen displays all the fuel grades and current prices.
1. Select the grade to be changed from the screen (tap line).
2. Key in the new unit price (per litre), select enter.
3. New price will display to the right of the current price.
•

Repeat for all grades as required.

•

When all new prices are actioned, select

•

Screen will prompt to confirm update to forecourt pumps.

green circle button to accept all

If fuel price change has been selected in error use red square button

to exit process.

Current Prices
Displays the current price per litre for all fuel grades.
Select the green circle button to print, if required, or red square button to close.
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Pump Testing
When fuel has been drawn for a pump test it is recorded but not sold, and the fuel is returned to the appropriate
tank.

Once the fuel drawn is showing on the pump:
•

Select the test transaction button [menu/fuel/test transaction]

•

Screen will prompt to select the pump the fuel is on

•

If test transaction selected in error use red square button

•

Confirm fuel to send to transaction window.

•

Enter the tank number the fuel has been returned to and the tester Id of the person completing the test.

•

Select Enter to complete process.

•

A receipt will be produced for the test transaction (but no payment taken).

•

Repeat if other pumps have been tested.

to exit process.

A record of pump testing can be found in the Back Office.
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Tank Delivery
Fuel deliveries are entered here and will feed into the wet stock control in the Back Office.
If more than one fuel company is used screen will include an additional field to select the relevant fuel company
from a drop-down list. (Only when using evoBackOffice)

Key in details of:
•

Supplier reference, driver name and delivery date (and supplier if applicable)

•

Select Enter [or use red square button to abort process]

•

Select Tank fuel delivered into

•

Screen will change to enter the total litres delivered to the selected tank.

•

Select Enter

•

Repeat for each tank receiving a delivery.

•

Select the green circle button to finalise delivery.

•

Confirm delivery [choosing NO at this point will abort the whole delivery]

•

A printout will be produced of delivery entered.
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Tank Levels
Displays a report by tank of the current fuel volumes, capacity, ullage, temperature, and water level.
Select the green circle button to print the report
Select the red square button to exit back to POS front screen.

Nozzle Totals
Displays a report by Pump, and grade of the volume and value of fuel dispensed in the current day.

Software Version
Displays system information that may be required by weights and measures.
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Close Shift
Shift end is completed, to enable the cash and other manual payments in the cashdrawer to be balanced.
[menu/functions/Close shift]
•

The screen will prompt for the user to enter a canister reference, key in the details.

•

In the GBP, enter the final cash amount.

•

A printed Shift End report will be produced.

Once completed the POS will return to the sign in screen for the new shift to begin.

Details printed on the shift and day end reports can be customised to suit the store
requirements.
Including;
−

A report of individual stock movements for any selected sales department.

−

Staff discount details by employee.

−

Tank usage report – fuel sites only

See Customising POS Shift and Day End Reports

Deferred Shift Declaration
When configured this allows a shift to be closed with the final cash amount entered later.
When used:
•

The screen with prompt ‘Defer Shift Declaration: yes / no’

•

On selecting ‘yes’ a Shift Cash Slip will be printed with space to record the shift by denomination. It also has
a barcode at the bottom. This can be used to retrieve the shift at ANY POS.

•

Once the cash has been counted and the cashier is ready to Declare Shift; either scan the barcode on the
Cash Slip or select the Cash Declaration button (usually in the functions menu).

•

A list of all outstanding shifts is displayed. Select the shift from the list and then select the green circle
button.

•

The screen will prompt for the user to enter a canister reference, key in the details.

•

In the GBP box, enter the final cash amount.

•

A printed Shift End report will be produced.

Note: The last shift of the day cannot be deferred. There can only be one deferred shift per POS.
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Day End
Once all the shifts have been ended for a given day, an end of day routine must be completed before any new shifts
are opened.
[menu/functions/Manual day end]
Usually, the POS is configured to prompt the user to complete the day end after ending the last shift at a set time of
the day.
Once selected, the POS will gather information from the card terminals, pump controller and if applicable OPTs.
Once completed the POS will return to the sign in screen for the new shift to begin.

Details printed on the shift and day end reports can be customised to suit the store
requirements.
Including;
−

A report of individual stock movements for any selected sales department.

−

Staff discount details by employee.

−

Tank usage report – fuel sites only

See Customising POS Shift and Day End Reports

Reprint Day End Report
If a day end report is misplaced a duplicate can be printed at anytime
[menu/reports/reprint day end report]
•

The screen will display all day ends that have been completed.

•

Select the report required.
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Other Reports
Site Report
This will produce a printed interim day report showing
−

All sales cumulatively for the current day, by department and sub department

−

VAT breakdown of sales

−

Payment totals

−

Paid out and paid in entries

−

Void summary

−

Fuel grade sales

Intermediate item report
This is a short report of items sold in any selected sub heading.
•

Select the intermediate report button.

When selected the screen will display a list of all the available sub departments.

•

Highlight the sub department required.

•

Select the Green circle Button to produce report.
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Local Account Transactions
For stores that have their own sales ledger accounts set up at the Back Office, goods are charged to the accounts and
payments can be made on account balances at the evoPOS.

Charging Goods to a Local Account
With card
Once the transaction is complete, with all the goods to purchase in the transaction window, swipe the customer’s
card through the mag-swipe on the side of the POS to complete and charge goods to the account.

Without a card
Once the transaction is complete, with all the goods to purchase in the transaction window.
•

Select ‘other payments’

•

Select ‘account purchase by name’

➢ Key in details to search for the customer’s account.

•

Select required card to highlight

•

Check details and select green circle button to confirm

Ensure the Back Office is kept up to date with all customer information, as the POS will only
match to the specific details in each field in the customer database contained at the Back Office.
Postcodes or other details could be used as a security check when the customer does not have their
card, to make purchases.
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Taking Account payments
With card
•

Select the Account Credit button (usually in functions menu)

•

Key in the amount to be paid to the account.

•

Swipe the local account card, or key in the card number.

•

Amount will display in transaction window.

NOTE: No other goods can be added to this payment transaction.
•

Take payment in the usual way. See taking payment

•

Screen may prompt for mileage or registration number as required.
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Without a Card
Locate the customer account.
•

Select Account Credit by name (usually in functions menu)

•

Key in details to search for customers account.

Ensure Back Office is kept up to date
with all customer information, as the POS will
only match to the specific details in each field
in the customer database contained at the
Back Office.

•

Select required card to highlight.

•

Check details and select green circle button to confirm.

•

Key in amount to be paid

•

Payment is taken by the customer’s chosen method see taking payment
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Restarting Tills
All options usually found in the functions menu.

POS Restart
This is a quick reboot of the POS, (used when refreshing configuration settings)
Once the button selected.
•

Confirm by selecting YES.

Do not touch the screen again until sign in screen appears.

Exit POS
This does a full close down the POS and will also check for any POS software updates.
•

Select Exit.

NOTE: this will be restricted to management level users.

The POS will close to the evoDesktop
Start POS: Will return to the normal sign on screen.
NOTE: This may take a few moments whilst all the elements of the POS are loaded, do not touch the screen whilst
POS is loading.
Engineer Options: For Engineer use only.
Shutdown: Full shut down of the POS unit. Press the power button to restart (usually located underneath the touch
screen).
Shutdown & Restart: Completes a full shut down and automatic restart of the POS unit - evoPOS application should
automatically load as the system is restarted.
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Media Screen.
evoPOS fitted with a customer facing media screen to display stores pre-loaded promotional and
advertising pictures or videos on a continuous loop.
When there is no transaction is in progress these will display on the full screen, whilst the POS is
in use, the screen will display the customer transaction details with the images running on a to the
right-hand side.

•

The images to be displayed are put into the “media screen images” folder on the desktop of the backoffice pc.

•

Pictures should be ideally maximum of 1024 x 600 pixels and saved in .jpg or .png format.

•

The images and videos will play in alphabetical file name order, remaining a file will reorder the play list.

If an image is distorted when displaying in half screen mode, the image can be saved as both a
landscape version size-1024x600 and a portrait version size- 512x600.
Give both images exactly the same file name adding _L at the end of the landscape size image and
_P at the end of the portrait image.
The media screen will then use the different images when in full screen and half screen mode.

The length of time the video or media image is displayed can be configured.
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Configuring evoPOS
This second section of the manual details the evoPOS configuration settings that are available for the store to change
and set up in the evoBackOffice.

Logging on
When evoBackOffice is launched the login screen is displayed

Username xx is the POS user id.

Password is the same password used to log onto
evoPOS with the user id.

Once logged in, the top Menu Bar will display all menus available for the stores subscription level.

To log out of evoBackOffice
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Positioning of POS function buttons
The layout of POS function buttons displayed on the POS can be altered, unused buttons deleted, and new function
buttons added as they are required. This ensures that only the buttons the store uses are displayed, improving speed
and efficiency at the POS.
This is done from the evoBackOffice.
From the evoBackOffice menu bar; Configuration / POS Menu Editor

As the POS buttons are designed to be context sensitive, the screens are described according to the state of the POS.
The first screen of buttons displayed is the POS Idle screen, this is the screen displayed when there are no
transactions in progress.
The other button screens can be selected from the POS State dropdown list.

Dry Goods – The buttons displayed when a stock item is in the
transaction screen.
Fuel Sale - The buttons displayed when a fuel sale is in the
transaction screen.
Weighted Goods - The buttons displayed when weighed product is
in the transaction screen.
Other Payments – Displays the additional buttons displayed when
other payments is selected from the front POS screen.
Menu Operations – Contains all the buttons displayed when the
Menu option is selected from the front screen.
This is displayed in four sections.
•

First - Sales menu

•

Second - Functions menu

•

Third - Reports menu

•

Forth - Fuel menu
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Moving a function button
Buttons in the same menu can be drag and dropped to move them around the screen:
•

Click on the button to move

•

Drag and drop it to its new location

•

Save changes

Deleting a function button

•

Click on the drop-down arrow at
the top right of the button

•

Select Delete

•

Save changes

Adding a function button
•

Select a blank button displaying the + symbol.

•

Select the function to add from the drop-down list

•

If required a different description can be added in

Button Text to display on the POS
•

Select Update and then Save changes

Note: only buttons for functions available on the stores current evoPOS version will have the full
functionality available.
Restart the POS for any button changes to take effect -See POS Restart
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POS Item Panel
The item panel is used at the POS to sell any items that do not have a barcode or that would be difficult to scan,
increasing the speed of the sale whilst maintaining accurate pricing and stock control.
Each button on the item panel can either be used to sell an individual item, or link to further menus containing
individual items.
There is no limit to the number of layers of menus, or which items are contained in each menu, enabling the item
panel to be created to best suit the stores requirements.
The screen will display the current item panel on the POS.
The front screen has 10 buttons (2 columns x 5 rows) and is referred to as the Item Panel.

Example of Item
Panel as viewed
on the POS.

Each of the Item Panel buttons can be linked to further Menus of either 10 or 25 buttons (5 columns x 5 rows) with
more submenus as required, giving flexibility to precisely create even the largest departments.
Each button links to an individual stock item. See creating stock items

Example of 5X5
menu in Item
Panel as viewed
on the POS.

Icons or pictures can be added to the Item Panel and Menu buttons, for clarity and to aid navigation.
If required, the item panel can contain different buttons on different POSs for example where store has a concession
with a separate cash desk. See Advanced Editor
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From the evoBackOffice menu bar; Configuration / POS Item Panel Editor
NOTE – If a store is set up to have a different item panel at one or more POS all editing is done
at POS level and copied across to other POS. See Advanced editor
Existing menus are accessed from the menu drop-down list or new menus created to add to the item panel.

Creating a new menu

•

Select the Menu drop-down, select New Menu.

•

Enter the name of the new menu, click the green tick icon to save. The screen will now display the new
menu of blank buttons.

•

Select the menu size 2x5 buttons or 5x5 buttons

Adding an item button
A stock item must first be created in the back office with all the details of the item, (and a POS update completed if
NOT created in evoBackOffice ) before it can be allocated to an item panel or menu button.
•

Navigate to the menu you wish to add a button to from the Menu
drop-down (if not already displayed).

The selected menu will load.
•

Select the drop-down arrow on the blank button and Edit
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In the item tab

•
Click Select Item to search for the stock item to be
added to the button

• Key in either part of description, barcode or PLU
code to find stock item
Use blue Select item button for item required.

label will pick up the description from the stock item,
this can be edited – in this example the word Cadbury
has been removed - to give a clearer display on the
till button, making selection clearer for cashier.
Return Menu - Item Panel will return the POS screen
to the item panel (front menu) after the item is sold.
Other menus could be selected, or None would leave
the screen at the current menu
• Select Update to save the button as displayed in
button preview
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Adding Images
If required images can be uploaded and added to the buttons. Some icons and images will be pre-loaded on evo.
This example shows how images sourced from websites or pictures taken locally should be uploaded and stored in a
folder on the back-office PC (in this example pictures / till buttons).
•

Select Add Image under the button
preview.

The image Library screen will load, with 3 tabs.

Images Tab: Contains all the images already uploaded to evoBackOffice by the site, Click on the tab to select images.
Icons Tab: contains pre-loaded list of icons, these are uniform in size and colour. Click on this tab to select an icon.
Upload Tab: Upload a new image of your choice from any stored images on the back office PC (the example picture
here is stored in pictures / till buttons).
To select the new image for the button
• Click Select Image
•

Navigate to the folder that contains your stored images, highlight the image to be used and select Open,

from the bottom of the screen.
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•

The image should be resized to fit the till button using the scroll bar.

•

Drag the image to align it into the central box.

•

Select Upload Image.

The new image will be displayed in the Images tab, this is now available to select and add to any item panel or menu
button. Note, Images are displayed alphabetically.
•

Click on the required image.

•

Select Update to save button as displayed in the preview.

Always select Save Changes
before navigating away from the menu to save all buttons created.

The POS is set to pick up any changes made to the Item Panel by default once the POS user signs off and back on.

Configuration is available for the POS to pick up item panel changes after a transaction is
completed.
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Adding a menu to the Item Panel
Once a menu has been created (see Creating a menu) it can be positioned on the item panel, or in any other
submenu as required.
•

Select the Item Panel screen

•

Select the drop-down arrow on the button required and Edit.

•

Select the Menu tab

•

Menu Target – select the menu required from drop-down list of all the created menus.

•

The Label description will display the Menu name; this can be amended or removed if the image is
sufficient.

•

Add Image – select or upload an image or icon.

•

The button is shown as seen on the POS.

•

Select Update to close and save the button.

Always select Save Changes.
before navigating away from the menu to save all buttons created.
The POS is set to pick up any changes made to the item panel once the POS user signs off and back on.

Configuration is available for the POS to pickup item panel changes after a transaction is
completed.
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Amending Buttons
Moving Buttons
Buttons in the same menu can be drag and dropped to move them around the screen.
•

Click on the button to move.

•

Drag and drop it to its new location

Deleting Buttons
•

Click on the drop-down arrow at top right of the
button.

•

Select Delete

Editing a Button
•

Click on the drop-down arrow at top right of the
button.

•

Select Edit

Always select Save Changes
before navigating away from the menu to save all buttons created.

Note: For sites using Self Check Out (SCO), a separate Item Panel is created using the SCO Item
Panel Editor from the Configuration Menu. This is created independently of the standard Item
Panel but constructed in the same way.
This allows you to configure just the buttons for customer self-checkout use.
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Item Buttons for use with Navara vending
The Navarra vending unit linked to evoPOS provides retailers with a secure ‘dark’ method of selling cigarettes and
tobacco ensuring that stock is only accessed when sold.
The Navarra vending unit is loaded with products into each of the numbered chutes, and all products have stock
item records created in the back office as usual. A button is then created on the evoPOS item panel* to sell each
item and map each product to the corresponding chute number(s).
Mapping Vending Products
Select edit to add vending item to button

Select Item. - Search for the stock item to be added to the button, selecting by barcode Is recommended for
accuracy with vending products. (Other usual search methods PLU & description are available)
Click select item to create button
Description as shown in the stock card will fill in automatically.
Label Edit the description if required to make selection easier for the cashier.
Vending Item, select Navarra from the dropdown.
Enter the Chute numbers, use a comma to separate if multiple chutes. Eg 8,21,29
Update to Save

When selecting item key to sell the vending item at the POS
•

If chute is empty screen will prompt that the ‘item is out of stock’.

•

If vending fails, the item will be automatically voided.
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Different Item Panels – Advanced Editor
Where stores have a POS in a different location for example instore concessions or hot food counters, the item panel
can be set up to have different item buttons and menus on different POS as required.
In item panel editor screen select the Advanced Editor option.

Once Advanced Editor is enabled, all changes to the item panel must be made to an individual
POS. If the button changes are for multiple POSs, changes are then simply copied to all required
POS when the changes are saved.

•

Select the POS to make changes to item panel.

Once all changes made either
•

Select save changes to save to just the POS selected.

•

Select Copy To, select all the POS that require the changes.

Or

Once all ticked
•

Select Copy icon on the right to apply, confirming operation by
selecting OK to continue.
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Setting Staff Discounts
Percentage staff discount rates are set at sub-department level, with individual items excluded if required.
Staff are associated to one of 4 specific staff discount groups, stored with the POS login details. This gives the
flexibility, if required, to give a greater discount to longer serving staff members or restrict some temporary staff to a
limited discount percentage.
At the POS, when the employee discount button is selected, it will prompt to enter the employees POS user id. the
relevant discounts will then be applied to each eligible item in the transaction, giving an accurate and auditable
discount to each person.
From Menu Bar; Configuration / Staff Discounts
Select Add Discount

•

Reduction Percent - Key in the discount % [multiple rates can be set by adding further discounts once
each % rate is saved]

•

Applicable Discount Groups - Select the discount group(s) eligible for this rate. Set in the POS user screen

•

Allow Double Discount; - leave unticked to prevent staff discount being applied to promotion items.

•

Choose the Discount Applied To - Selected Departments Only if the discount rate is going to apply to
specified sub-departments or items only.

OR
Select Discount Applied To - All Products and use Exception Departments, if just selected departments need to be
removed.
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•

Select Edit in the chosen field to add departments or items.

Example shown is for applying discount to
Selected Departments Only.
Selection method is the same for choosing
departments to remove (make exceptions)
from discount.

•

Select the Sales Department required, from the drop-down list, the screen will display all subdepartments within the selected department.

•

Select individual sub-departments or use the All Sub-departments option. Sub-departments selected
will show in red.

Repeat, selecting each department as required.
•

Select Close when all required sub-departments have been selected.

To remove any individual items from staff discount if the sub-department has been selected.
Select Edit in Exception items

Enter a barcode, PLU or description in the Item Search field.

Select Close when all required items have been selected.

Once all departments and items are entered for the specified discount rate select Save Discount.
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Editing Discounts
To delete or edit a discount rate.

Select the discount to be amended.

Add sub-departments or items as described in Setting
Staff Discounts, above.
To remove a sub-department or item select the red
minus button.

If delete discount is selected the action needs to be confirmed by selecting OK
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Customising POS Shift and Day End Reports
The detail contained on POS reports can be modified from the evoBackOffice
From the evoBackOffice menu bar; Configuration / POS Reporting

Tick which functions are to report on Shift and Period/ Day End reports.
Functions are listed alphabetically.

Remember to restart the POS for these changes to take effect -See Exit POS

Note: Item Movements and Monitored Sales require additional information on which
departments are required, contact the Support Hub to complete these settings.
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Currency Configuration
evoPOS can be configured to accept payment in another currency, with conversion to a local value. When configured
the exchange rate is set in evoBackOffice
From the evoBackOffice menu bar; Configuration /Currency Configuration

The screen will display all currencies enabled for the store
•

Enter the current exchange rate

•

Select update – this will update the POS

To enable at the POS, two buttons need to be added. See Adding Function Buttons
Foreign Cash Payment – to the other payments screen
Exchange rate info – to display the current exchange rate
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Need further support?
Call our team on
01392 348 020
Email us
possupport@tlmgroup.co.uk

The latest product User Guides and Functionality Flash Cards are available
from our website. These guides give comprehensive easy-to-follow
instructions on how the functions work.
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